BUILDING CAPACITY ON E-LEARNING
DESIGN AND DELIVERY

COACHING ON LATEST TRENDS, METHODS AND TOOLS
CLOCKS 8 WEEKS

Tailor Made
BUILDING CAPACITY ON E-LEARNING DESIGN AND DELIVERY
COACHING ON METHODS, TOOLS AND LATEST TRENDS

OVERVIEW
An online course organized as a Lab to provide capacity development professionals with an overview of contemporary e-Learning concepts. Theory is accompanied by practical examples and contextualization by looking into existing projects and to shape e-Learning projects guided by e-Learning experts.

WHAT
WHAT WILL I LEARN?
The course helps participants identify and select modern e-Learning methods and tools to address a specific e-Learning challenge in their professional context through a project-based approach.

By the end of the course participants are able to:
- Define latest e-Learning trends
- Compare different instructional design models
- Use audience analysis tools to compile information about the target population
- Use active learning taxonomy to design training objectives
- Apply action mapping to e-Learning design
- Develop a practice activity for e-Learning projects
- Define online assessment
- Create a facilitation strategy for e-Learning projects
- Identify and compare different e-Learning quality frameworks
- Finalize an e-Learning Project strategy

WHAT TOPICS DOES THIS COURSE COVER?
The following represent the building blocks of the course. However, the course can be tailored towards the needs of the organization or of the department:
- e-Learning instructional design models
- e-Learning Analysis and Design
- e-Learning Development and Prototypes
- e-Facilitation and e-Moderation strategies
- Online Assessment Tools
- e-Learning Quality Assurance Frameworks and Accessibility
HOW

METHODOLOGY

Content is unlocked on a weekly basis and is packaged through design activities which are meant to provide participants with the necessary concepts, methods and tools to approach their own e-Learning challenge.

Beside the modular highly interactive and participatory courseware, participants get access to an individualized coaching system to tackle the most pressing issues regarding their e-Learning project idea.

The course offers options for synchronous debate and discussions through targeted online webinars that are addressing cross-cutting themes and topics; thus providing an optional opportunity for learning, engaging with experts and online networking.

WHO

WHO TAKES THIS COURSE?

Thanks to its project-based approach, this course is an optimal solution for teams who need to get up-to-speed on e-Learning design and development.

WHO IS THE TEAM?

The course is provided by the Learning Innovation Programme of the ITCILO:

- Tom Wambeke, e-Learning Innovation and Strategy
- Alessia Messuti, Instructional Design, Methodology and Quality Assurance
- Fausto Saltetti, User Experience, Innovative Technologies
- Cristina Pierini, Platform support and Visual development

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Language: The course is held in English. However, individual coaching can be provided also in French and Spanish.

HOW TO APPLY

Please contact us at: Lifelong_e-Learning@itcilo.org or LearningInnovation@itcilo.org
INFO
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

International Training Centre of the ILO LEARNING INNOVATION PROGRAMME

Ms. Alessia Messuti
Activity Manager
a.messuti@itcilo.org
www.itcilo.org